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Abstract 
The SLDNF resolution (SLD resolution with negation as failure) is often restricted to yield a 
safe rule, that is, negation as failure rule is adopted only in the case that the selected negative 
literal in each goal should be in ground. In this paper we investigate extensions of goals in 
SLDNF resolutions with the case of selecting non-ground negative literals. Since Shepherdson’s 
proposal is thought of as most general [ 16, 181 we formally show how the success and failure sets 
by Sherpherdson’s SLDNFS resolution are related with a fixpoint semantics, which is generalized 
to be concerned with atom sets involving the variables. 
1. Introduction 
In [3,8], an abduction framework is formulated on the basis of a general logic 
program as a theory presentation, and the method to obtain abductive explanations 
is constructed by means of negation as failure, combined with SLD resolutions. It 
demonstrates the abduction might be performed by the exhaustive, deductive searches 
under an adequate constraint. However, the abduction framework has a restricted aspect 
that the abductive explanation should be always related with constant erms and has 
never been generalized to be those containing quantified variables. Only the set of 
ground atoms are dealt with as explanations. It is because when negative literals are 
selected in the SLD resolution with negation as failure, they are always to be in the 
ground forms. 
We are therefore motivated to be concerned with a generalized SLDNF resolution 
(SLD resolution with negation as failure) in which non-ground negative literals are 
admitted. 
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Negation as failure rule is usually taken in the SLDNF resolution with a safe rule 
[I 11: 
(1) t ~,4 succeeds if +- A finitely fails, 
(2) +- 4 fails if c A succeeds, 
where A is a ground atom. 
To deal with non-negative subgoals, constructive negation is presented in [l]. The 
constructive negation is the negation of a disjunction of derivations for the non-negative 
subgoals, even if the negative subgoals are in non-ground. The constructive negation 
is so well-organized to be unified with the constraint in constraint logic programming 
1191 that its technique is regarded as established. Although the constructive negation 
induces a negated disjunction, we would continue the way of deleting the negation of 
non-ground, negative subgoals by means of negation as failure rule. In [ 16, 181, the 
condition for the case (1) is relaxed so that if + AB finitely fails for some substitution 
8, then t 7A succeeds with 8. Regarding the relaxation of the case (2), if A is a 
ground atom, or if + A with the empty substitution succeeds, then t -A is permitted 
as a failure. 
In this paper, an SLDNF resolution with a non-safe rule [16, 181 is taken in the 
relation to semantics for general logic programs in 3-valued logic. Because the SLDNF 
resolution should be sound with respect to the logical consequence of the completion 
of a given general logic program, Shepherdson’s relaxation seems most general in the 
sense of soundness. It is the primary purpose of this paper to have semantics for the 
success and failure sets by SLDNF resolutions with non-safe rules. For the purpose, we 
pay attention to the 3-valued logic approach for general logic programs rather than the 
canonical model approach taking the stable model in [7], or the perfect model in [ 151 
for the class of stratified programs, for example, while the canonical model approach 
has some relations with even non-monotonic reasoning, say, default reasoning [ 121. 
The completeness of the SLDNF resolution with respect to the logical consequence 
of Clark’s completion of a general logic program (database) has been investigated in 
3-valued logic. Especially, given a class of allowed databases and queries, the SLDNF 
is complete for the 3-valued semantics [lo]. We are here concerned with fixpoint 
semantics rather than 3-valued models of Clark’s completions, to denote the success 
and failure sets by SLDNF resolutions with non-safe rules. The well-defined least 
fixpoint semantics based on the 3-valued logic approach is included in the well-founded 
semantics [6]. However, in relation to the denotation of the success and failure sets, 
the least fixpoint semantics for a general logic program should be lifted up to a non- 
ground version from the semantics by the dataflow analysis in [ 131, where the dataflow 
analysis is investigated from the abstract interpretation point of view, originating from 
the 3-valued operator @p in [5], which is associated with a general logic program and 
assigns the pair of newly generated true and false sets to the given pair. It is shown 
in this paper that the pair of the success and failure sets is included by the lifted-up 
fixpoint semantics. Also the pair of sets obtained by finite applications of the function, 
which is generalized for @p, is proven to be inchtded in the pair of the success and 
failure sets. The finite application of the generalized function is also interesting, since 
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we have the theorem in [9] that a sentence is true in every 3-valued model of Clark’s 
completion of a given general logic program iff it is true in the pair of sets obtained 
by finite applications of @p. That is, the success and failure sets may be related with 
a fixpoint semantics. The relationship is thought of as an extension of the equivalence 
of the success set with the least fixpoint semantics for a definite clause set. It is also 
a concretization of the least fixpoint semantics with respect to the success and failure 
sets. The concretization is straight forwardly given by showing that the pair of the 
success and failure sets is included by the least fixpoint in the non-ground version, 
generalized from the discussion in [ 131. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an SLDNF resolution with a non- 
safe rule in the sense of [ 16, 181 is reformulated, based on the relation on the set 
of normal goals and the set of substitutions. In Section 3, a fixpoint semantics is 
defined by a generalized dataflow analysis, lifted up to the non-ground version. The 
semantics is obtained by expanding the ideas in [4] for definite clause sets to general 
logic programs. In Section 4, we have relations of success and failure sets by SLDNF 
resolutions with the fixpoint semantics. The relations are given explicitly in the non- 
ground version. 
2. SLDNF resolution for general ogic programs 
2.1. General logic program 
A general logic program is the set of clauses of the form A +- L1 . . . L,, where each 
Li is either an atom Ai or its negation 7Ai. A in the clause is referred to as its head. 
A normal goal is a clause of the form + Mt . . .M,,,, where each Mi is either an atom 
Bi or its negation TBi. A normal goal containing only positive literals is said to be 
just a goal. We call a normal goal containing no literal, the empty clause (denoted 0). 
-M,...M,,, is interpreted as Vxt...xk -$MI A...AM,,,). 
For a formula F, whose free occurrences of variables are xl,. . .,x,, 
V(F) stands for Vxt . . .VX~F, and 3(E) means 3x1.. . Ilx,,F. 
An SLDNF resolution (SLD resolution with negation as failure) is exploited for PU{ G}, 
where P is a general logic program and G is a normal goal. (See [ 1 l] for SLDNF. We 
have a formal definition of SLDNF resolution with a non-safe rule in Section 2.2.) A 
resolution causes deductions and is successful if it detects the empty goal. 
For a given general logic program P, Clark’s completion camp(P) of P is defined 
as follows. 
p(t ,,..., tk) +-L, . ..L. 
is written in the general form 
f’(xl,...,xk) + (3yl . . .yl)(xl = tl). ..(xk = tk)L, . . .L,, 
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the original clause. If there are j clauses concerning 
AXl,..., Xk) + El, 
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. . .) ye are variables occurring in 
p, and their general forms are 
P(Xl? . -.,xk)cEj, 
then the definition for p is 
~(x~,...,x~)HEIV...VE~. 
The completion camp(P) is the set of definitions 
together with the equality theory. If we can have no 
for each predicate symbol in P, 
definition for a predicate symbol 
p, that is, p(tl,. . . , tk) does not appear in the head of any clause of P, the definition 
is defined as 
P(Xl,. . .? xk) c-f ake. 
The variables in the set of definitions are interpreted as universally quantified. 
A substitution is a function from the set of variables Var to the set of terms Term. 
A substitution cp may be expressed as {XI 1 tl ,..., X, 1 t,}, where ti = q(Xi), l<i<n, 
and q(x) = x if x # xi (1 <i <n). Dom(tp) means {y 1 rp( y) is defined such that 
co(y) # y }. We assume that Dom(cp) is finite for any substitution cp. Sub stands for 
the set of substitutions. The empty substitution is denoted by E. That is, E(X) = x for 
any x E Var. A substitution p is said to be a permutation (a renaming of variables) if 
it is a bijection from Var to Var. E is regarded as a permutation. For an expression E 
(say, a literal or a term) and a substitution 8, EB denotes the expression obtained by 
substituting all the variables in E for terms according to 8, that is, by applying 8 to 
the expression E. 
For 8, cp E Sub, the composition of 8 and cp (denoted by O(p) is defined by letting 
(%cp)(x) = %(x)cp for x E Var. It is easy to see (cp+)% = CJI($%) for cp, $, 8 E Sub. 
Note E% = %E = 8. Also we see (E%)q = E(%rp) for an expression E and 8, cp E Sub. 
A relation 3 on Sub is defined: 3 3 cp iff there exists $ E Sub such that cp = %$. 6 is 
said to be more general than cp if % 5 cp. 
A relation N on Sub is defined: 9 - cp iff cp 5 8 and 8 5 cp. It is seen that - is 
an equivalence relation. Note that if 8 N CP then there exist permutations (renamings 
of variables) p and c such that %p = cp and cpcr = 8 (see [2]). For % E Sub, let 
[%I, = {cp E Sub ) 8 - cp} and Sub/ N= {[%I, ( % E Sub}. It is the usual way that by 
letting [%I, <[cp]- for [%I,, [cp]- E Sub/ N if 8 1: cp, we have a partially ordered set 
(Sub/ ,-., 9 <<) D41. 
Goal stands for the set of normal goals. < is a relation on Goal, defined by letting 
We also denote by Al 4A2 for atoms Al and A2 that A2 = Ala. 
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For 8 E Sub, 8 [A, a restriction of 8 with respect to an atom A, is defined to be 
0 I.4 6) = 
O(x) if x occurs in A, 
X otherwise. 
For 0 C Sub, 0 1~ stands for a substitution set (6 ]A (8 E 0). The notions of unifiers 
and most general unifiers are used as the usual sense. At the same time, the following 
notations are made use of. 
Let At c Atom. We define 
unif(At) = (0 E Sub I A8 = BO for any A,B E At}, 
mgu(At) = {‘p E Sub ) cp E unif(At) and VI,+ E unif(At) : q 3 I)}. 
If At = 0 (empty), we define unif(0) = Sub and mgu(0) = {q E Sub 1 cp - E} = [&I_. 
Note: There is an algorithm to get a member (a most general unifier) in mgu(At), 
for example, a method to compose a unifier, step by step, for each disagreement set 
(see [ll]). 
Definition 2.1. Let (Al, BI ), . . ., and (A,,B,) be pairs of atoms (n > 1). We define 
UNIF({(A,,Bi),..., (A,,B,)}) = (0 E Sub 18 E unif({Ai,Bj}) for 1 <i<n}, 
MGU({(AI,&),..., (A,,&)}) = {cpESub I~PEUNIF({(AI,BI),...,(A,,B,)}) and 
v$ E UNIF({(A,,Bl),...,(A,,B,)}) : cp 5 ICI). 
We also define UNZF’(8) = Sub and MGU(0) = {q E Sub I cp - E} = [cl_. 
When we are treating a general logic program P, we mean by Sub 
Subp = (0 E Sub I O( x mvolves no function symbol not occurring in P for x E ) 
Dam(B)}. 
Definition 2.2. Given a general logic program P, jp c Goal x 2Goa’xSub is defined as 
follows (+’ is expressed in infix form): 
G jp {(G~,cpl),...,(G,,cp,)} (r>,l) 
if for some positive literal Li G A in G E+-- Li . . .L,, there exists Aj + MI . . .Mi, 
(1 <j<r) such that 
Gj E+ (Li . . .Li_lM{ . . . Mi,Li+l . . .L,)qjo 
for ‘pi0 E mgu({Aj,A}), where qj = ‘pi0 1~. 
G+PO 
if for some positive literal Li E A in G E+ Li . . . L,, there is no clause whose head 
is unifiable with A. 
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2.2. SLDNF resolution with non-safe rule 
We formulate Shepherdson’s SLDNF resolution in another way, and investigate prop- 
erties to characterize the success and failure sets by it. Introducing the notion rank to 
denote the hierarchical structure for the applications of negation as failure, we have 
the following formal definition more elaborate than the definition of the set R of pairs 
of successful queries and answers, and the set F of finitely failable queries, applicable 
to Clark’s completed database (CDB) as in [lo]. 
Definition 2.3. Assume a general logic program P. We recursively define k - ref p c 
Goal x Sub and k - fs’ c Goal for k E u as follows. In the following, A means an 
atom. G k - ref ‘8 (in infix form) and GE k - flp are denoted by k - ref p(G, t3) and 
k - fsp( G), respectively. 
I. For any k 3 0: 
(i) k - ref ‘(0, E). 
(ii) k-refP(G,cp&) if G jp {(Gi,cpi),...,(G,,cp,)} and k-refP(Gi,&) for some 
1 <i,<r. 
(iii) (k + 1) - ref’(+ L 1 . ..L.,cp 1~ 0) if k -fs’(+ Aq) for some Li E 1A and 
some cp IA= cp, and 
(k+ I)- ref’(+ L~cp...Li-~cpLi+~4o...L,cp,e) 
II. For any k > 0: 
(i) k -f?‘(G) if G jp 0. 
(ii) k-f’(G) if G+P {(Gi,cpi),...,(G,,cp,.)} and k-fSP(Gi) for any l<i<r. 
(iii) (k + 1) -fl’(+ L 1 . ..L.) (n>l) if k - ref’(t A,@ for some Li s -A and 
some permutation 8. 
We obviously have: 
(1) If k - refP(G,O), then (k + 1) - refP(G,e). 
(2) If k -fsp(G), then (k + 1) -f’(G). 
Example 2.4. Assume a general logic program P: 
{ Locomotion(x&) + Bird(x)Tabl(x), 
Locomotion(x, walk) + Ostrich(x)Tab2(x), 
Bird(x) + Ostrich(x), 
Ustrich(John) +, 
abl(x) + Ostrich(x) 1. 
Since 0 - flp(t ab2(x)e), we have 1 - ref P(t lab2(x), E). Because 0 - ref p(+ 
abl(John),e), 1 -HP<+ labl(John)) and 2 -f’(+ Locomotion(John,jIy)). 
The recursive definitions of k - ref’ and k - gp suggest an SLDNF resolution 
with a non-safe rule, in which the negation as failure is not precluded for the negative 
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non-ground literal to be selected: 
c 7A succeeds with an answer 8 if c A% fails. 
+ 7A fails if + A succeeds with an answer 8, where 8 should be a permutation. 
(Note that the case 8 = E is suggested in [16,18].) 
Note that we can have a finitely failed tree like a usual SLDNF tree [ 111 if k -fsp 
holds. Also we have a refutation (that is, a successful deduction) if k - refP holds. 
They are constructed recursively based on the definitions of k -fsp and k - ref p. 
Definition 2.5. tq : Goal x Sub + Tree and tr2 : Goal + Tree are defined recursively 
as follows, where Tree is the set of tree structures in which the nodes are labelled by 
normal goals. Also dp : Tree --) w is defined. 
(i) If k-ref p(o, E), then trl(o, E) is the tree consisting of just a node (root) labelled 
q . We define dp(trl(o,E)) = 0. 
(ii) If k - refP(G,(pi%,) on condition G =s’ {(Gi,qi),...,(G,,cp,)} and k - ref’ 
(G,, %;) for some 1 <i < r, then trl(G, qi%i) is the tree whose root is a node labelled G, 
connected with the root of the tree trl( G;, %i). We define dp(trl(G)) = 1 + dp(trl (Gi)). 
(iii) If (k + 1) - refP(+- L1 . ..L.,cp JA %) on condition k -flP(+- Aq) for some 
Li E 7A and some cp (A= cp, and 
(k + 1) - ref’(c LlCp...Li_lCpLi+lCp...L,Cp,%), 
then trl(+ L1 . . . L,, cp JA %) is the tree whose root is a node labelled +- L1 . . . L,, 
connected with the root of the tree trl(+- L1 cp . . . Li-1 qLi+l cp . . . L,cp, %). We define 
dpttrl t- LI ...L”,c~ (A %))= 1 +dp(trl(tLlcp...Li-lcpLi+lcp...L,cp,%)). 
(iv) If k -g’(G) on condition G J’ 0, then trZ(G) is the tree consisting of just 
a node (root) labelled G. We define dp(trz(G)) = 0. 
(v) If k -R’(G) on condition G jp {(Gi,cpi),...,(G,.,qr)) and k -ffP(Gi) 
for any 1 <i <r, then tr2(G) is the tree whose root is a node labelled G, con- 
nected with the roots of the trees trZ(Gi), 1 d i<r. We define dp(tr2(G)) = 1 + 
maxl~i~,{dp(tr2(Gi))}. 
(vi) If k -fs’(t L 1 . . . L,) (n 2 1) on condition k - ref ‘(t A, %) for some Li z -IA 
and some permutation 8, then tr2(+ LI . . . L,) is the tree consisting of just a node 
(root) labelled c L1 . ..L.. We define dp(trz(- Ll . ..L.)) = 0. 
We have the soundness of k - ref p and k - ff’ with respect to the logical conse- 
quence of camp(P). This result is suggested in [18], and might be proven by structural 
induction on k - ref’ and k - fsp. 
Theorem 2.6. Let P be a general logic program and G =+ L1 . . . L, a normal 
goal. 
(l)Zfk-refP(G,%)forsomek, thencomp(P)t=V(Ll%A...AL,%). 
(2) Zf k -f’(G) for some k, then camp(P) + G. 
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For further discussions, we have the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.7. Assume k - ref ‘(G, 0) and G’ < G. Then k - ref ‘(G’, 0’) such that 
G’8’ 6 G9. 
Proof. See the Appendix. 
Lemma 2.8. 
(1) k - ref’(+ LI . ..L.,O) 
* V{Li,, . . . , L;,} C{LI,. . .,L,},38i 3 8: [k - ref’(+- Li, . . .Li,,Oi)]. 
(2) k -$‘(+- LI . ..L.) 
* l{Li, 9.. ..LiJ C{L1 3.. .,L,) : [k -ff’(+ Li, . .Li,)]. 
Proof. See the Appendix. 
3. Fixpoint semantics for general logic programs 
In this section, we define a fixpoint semantics for a general logic program, which 
includes the pair of the success and failure sets by means of an SLDNF resolution 
with a non-safe rule for the program. 
3.1. Fixpoint semantics over Herbrand base 
Now we review a fixpoint semantics for a general logic program. Let Herp, or simply 
Her, mean the Herbrand base of a logic program P. Given a general logic program P, 
up : 2Her x 2Her ~ 2Her x 2Her 
is defined as follows [ 131: 
u: = {A E Her 1 34 + b (a ground clause from P): u, and UJ make b true}, 
u; = {A E Her 1 VA + b (a ground clause from P): u, and UY make b false}, 
where 
(1) U, and UY make b true iff all the atoms forming positive literals of b are in u, 
and all the atoms forming negative literals of b are in uf, and 
(2) U, and of make b false iff some atom forming a positive literal is in ~1 or some 
atom forming a negative literal is in 24,. 
(2H”’ x 2He’ , C) is a complete lattice, where c is a componentwise subset ordering. 
We see that Up is monotonic. The least fixpoint of Up, Ifp(Up), is interpreted as a 
semantics of the general logic program P. 
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Example 3.1 (Marriott and Ssndergaard [13]). Consider a general logic program P: 
1 P(X) + 4kY) --(Y)? 
q(x,x) +, 
r(f(a)) +, 
r(f(f(x))) + r(f(f(x))) 1. 
The semantics is Ifp(Up) = (&,I$;), where 
@ = (p(a),q(a,a),q(f(a),f(a)), . . . ,r(f(a))l, 
q = (p(f(a)),q(a,f(a)),q(f(a),a),...,r(a)}. 
3.2. Generalized jixpoint semantics 
We now have a function concerning non-ground atom sets, lifted up from Up. Firstly 
we have a notation to indicate the positions of positive and negative literals in the body 
of a clause. 
Definition 3.2. Let 
posin(A +- LI . . .Ln) = {iI,. . . ,i,}, 
where Li,, . . ,Li, are all the positive literals in the body of A +- Li . . . L,, and 
negin(A +- L1 . . .L,) = {ji,. . . ,jh}, 
where Lj,, . . . , Lj,, are all the negative literals in the body of A + L1 . . . L,. Note that 
if n =0 in A + L, . ..L. then posin(A c LI . ..L.) = negin(A t L1 . ..L.) = 8. 
For a general logic program P, Atomp stands for the set of all atoms constructed by 
means of function symbols in P and countably infinite variables. 
M is an equivalence relation on Atomp, defined by 
A z B iff 38, cp (permutations) : A = Btl and Aq = B. 
It is easily seen that A M B iff A 6 B and B 4A. (Note we have the definition of $ in 
Section 2.) For A E Atomp, let [A], = {B E Atomp 1 A x B}. Also let 
Atomp/z= {[A], 1 A E Atomp}, 
which is abbreviated by ATOMp. In Atomp and ATOMp, P might be omitted if it is 
understood in the context. 
The following definition is regarded as an extension of the function for definite 
clause sets in [4] to that for general logic programs. 
Definition 3.3. For a general logic program P, 
Tp : 2ATOM x 2ATOM ~ 2ATO.44 x 2ATOM 
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is defined as follows, where atom(M) means the atom in the literal M. We define 
(Z’,J’) = 7”(1,J) in the following. 
(1) [A@‘], E I’ for 0 = 0 IAE Sub and 8’ E Sub 
iff 3A CL, . . . L,(in P), 
3[Bij]Z,. . .Y [Bi,], E I for poSin(d +- Li . . .L,) = {il,. . . ‘is}, 
3[B,,],, . . . , [Bj,], E J for negin(A + LI . . .L,) = {jl,. . . ,jh} :
[8 E MGU({(atMb ),BI),. . .,W~(L),&,)}) 1~1. 
(2) [Blx E J’ 
iff Vq E Sub,VA + Ml . . . M,,(in P), Vq’ E Sub : 
[Bq = Ac$ 
implies [[ 3[&]= E I for k E negin(A + MI . . .M,,): 
d lntom(~~ )E wu({utom(Mk ), & > ) Iatom 1 
or [ 3[13r]x E J for 1 E posin(A + MI . ..M.) : 
cp’ latom(~,~~ w4{a~oW4),&}) Iarm Ill. 
Tp is a renewal function to generate atoms, and negated atoms by failure. It is seen 
that 2AToM x 2AToM is a complete lattice, endowed with the componentwise subset 
ordering. Also Tp is monotonic. The least fixpoint of Tp is denoted by Ifp(Tp) (see 
Theorem 3.10 below). 
Example 3.4. Consider a general logic program 
p = { p + q(x)-.(x), 
q(u) +5 
r(b) + 1, 
where p, q, Y are predicate symbols, x a variable and a, b function symbols (constants). 
In the first step of the construction, the positive information is Ii = [q(u)]=, [r(b)lx}, 
and the negative information JI = {[q(b)]=, [r(u)],}. For p = p{x ( a}, there is no 
case that 
W% E JI : {x I ~1 hi wu({dx)JU) L+), or 
WI% E 11: {x I a} I,(,$ mg+w,~‘}) L(x) . 
Hence p should not be in the negative information. On the other hand, p is in the 
positive information, because [q(u)]= E II and [~(a)]~ E J1 for p c q(x)Tr(x). In 
the second step, we have 
(Ma)lx, ir(b PI> {Mb)lx, [r(a)lx)), 
which is the least fixpoint of Tp. 
Example 3.5. Assume the same general logic program as in Example 3.1. The least 
fixpoint vp(Tp) is .( V., I’?), where 
v? = {[p@)lx, Mf(a>)lz) u {Mx,~)cpl, I cp E Sub), 
f’p = {[~(f(a)>lx, [r(a)lz) u {Mh,h)$Ie I W E Sub :h$ # tz$). 
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From Definition 3.3, we have: 
Lemma 3.6. Assume Tp(Z,J) = (Z’,J’). Then: 
(1) [Al, E I’ implies [A& E I’ for any 8 E sub. 
(2) [& E J’ implies [Bq]= E J’ for any cp E Sub. 
The above lemma is natural, if we regard each atom as being universally quantified. 
Also it is similar to the idea of C-interpretation in [4]. 
Example 3.7. Assume a general logic program 
p = {P(X) + 4@),4a) +)> 
where p,q, r are predicate symbols, x a variable and a a function symbol. Then 
F4{Mx)l=h@) = ({[P(X)& I 8 E Sub} u {[~(~&),{[q(xhl, I cp E Subp}). 
Definition 3.8. We define a predicate pr on (2Her x zHer) x (ZAToM x 2ATO”) to be 
pr((X Y),(I,J)) iff A E X implies [A], E I and B E Y implies [B], E J. 
Definition 3.9. A predicate q is inclusive on H (a complete lattice) iff for all (possibly 
empty) chains K C H, q(UK) holds for the least upper bound of K, UK, whenever q(k) 
holds for every k E K. 
Theorem 3.10. Ifp(Tp) is well-dejned. 
Proof. (ZAToM x 2AToM , C) is a complete lattice, where c denotes the componentwise 
subset ordering. Since Tp is monotonic, Ifp(Tp) is well-defined. 
Theorem 3.11. pr(lfp( Up), Ifp( TP)). 
Proof. See the Appendix. 
In the sense of Theorem 3.11, Tp is a generalization of Up. The function cons in 
[ 131 is modified to act on 2AToM x 2AroM. 
Definition 3.12. A predicate cons : 2AToM x 2AToM + {true, f &se} is defined by letting 
cons(1, J) iff I n J = 0. (I, J) is said to be consistent if cons(Z, J). (cons(Z,J) means 
that it is true.) 
As Proposition 4.6 in [ 131, we have: 
Theorem 3.13. Ifp(Tp) is consistent. 
Proof. If Tp(Z, J) = (Z’, J’) is inconsistent, then, by the definition of Tp, 3[A@], f I’, 
3[B], E J’: [A& = [B],. That is, (Ad)p = B for some permutation p. By Lemma 3.6, 
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[A’]% E I’ implies [A’rp], E Z’ and [B], E J’ implies [B$]% E J’. It follows from 
[A& = [BIG that there exist [Cl, E I and [D], E J such that both C and D 
might be unified with the atom E involved in some literal, occurring in the body of 
a clause A +- b, that is, C = EO and D = (E8)p. Hence [Cl, = [D], and (I,J) 
must be inconsistent. It follows that if (I, J) is consistent then TP(l, J) is consistent. 
That is, cons is closed under Tp. Like Lemma 4.2 in [13], we see cons is inclusive 
on 2AroM x 2AroM. As a usual result, we see Ifp(Tp) = T;(@,@) for some ordinal a, 
where 
(070) if a = 0, 
T;@, 0) = 
{ 
TP( T;-‘(0,0)) if a is a successor ordinal, 
u{T!(@,@) I B < a) if a is a limit ordinal. 
By the fixpoint induction, cons(@(TTp)). 0 
4. Success and failure sets by SLDNF resolution with a non-safe rule 
Now we have success and failure sets by means of the SLDNF resolution with a 
non-safe rule in relation to the fixpoint lfp(Tp). 
Definition 4.1. For a general logic program P, let 
SSk’ = {[A& 1 k - ref’(+- A,B)},SSP = u,,,S$, 
FSk’ = {[B], ( k -fs’(+ B)},FS’ = UkEw FSk’. 
Theorem 4.2. ( 1) V[A& E ssp : [A& E 1.r;~. 
(2) v’[Bo]c E FS’: [Bo]x E Jfi*. 
Proof. It is shown by induction on k that: 
(1) V[A& E SSk’ : [Ao]= E Ifix. 
(2) V[&,]z E FSkp: [Bo]x E Jfix. 
I. In case k = 0: (1) Assume [Ao]~ E SS[. Then 0 - ref “(c A, 0) such that 
A0 M A@. By the definition of 0 - ref’, there exists A’ c Ml . . .Mq E P such that 
0 - refP( + MI p . . . M,p, 0’) and 13 = (p IA )0’ 
for p E mgu({A,A’}). 
We make a proof by induction on d = dp(tr, (+- Ml p . . . Mqp, 8’)). 
(i) In case d = 0: In this case, q = 0. Also A’ ce P. Note p iA= 8. It follows 
that [A’]= E ZBx and A 0 M Ad = A’p. [A’]= E Ifi’ implies [A/p]% E Z$x (Lemma 3.6). 
Hence [A& E Zj*. 
(ii) Induction step for d: Assume dp(tr, (- Mlp . . . M,p, 0’)) = d + 1. By Lemma 
2.8( 1 ), we can assume 
O-refp(+Mip,Oi) for 8; 5 8’ (ldidr), 
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where dp(tri(+ A4ip,8i)) < d. Since Mi must be a positive literal (note the rank), by 
the induction hypothesis, [(A4ip)tii]_ E IfiX. Thus there exists 
o E MGU({((M,WIP)& ),. . .SMJ&P)@,))) 
such that cr ]A’ 5 pB’, since @i 5 ~0’ (1 di dq). Note 
A’(p IA’ )8’ = A(p IA)6’ = 0. 
It follows from the definition of 1fix that there exists [Al], E ljx such that Ai = A’a IA’. 
Also A0 = Alcp for some q and [A@], = [Al cp]= E Z fix. This completes the induction 
step. 
(2) Assume [Bc]= E FS:. Then 0 -fsP(+- B) such that Bo z B. We have a proof 
by induction on d = dp(trz(+ B)). 
(i) In CC~S~ d = 0: There is no clause whose head is to be unified with B. By the 
definition of px, [B], E Jfix. Hence [Ba]= E Px. 
(ii) Induction step: Assume dp(trz(+- B)) = d + 1. For any B’ t N, . . . N,. E P such 
that p E mgu( {B, B’}), 
0 -ff’(+ N,p...N,p). 
As a corollary of Lemma 2.8(2), we have 0 - flP(+ Nip) for some i. Note 
dp(trz(+ Nip)) d d. Since Ni is a positive literal (note the rank), by the induc- 
tion hypothesis, [Nip]= E P. Note p Iatom E mgu({N~,Nip}) latorn(,q). It follows 
from Lemma 3.6 that [(Nip)p’]o E JfiX for any p’ E Sub, and (pp’) lotom(N,j E 
mgu( {Ni,(Nip)p’}) larorn(~,) for any p’ E Sub. Bq = B’cp’ implies q’ = pp’ for some 
p’ E Sub, since p E mgu( {B, B’}). Hence 
Qcp E Sub,QB’ + N, . . . N, E P,Q’cp’ E Sub. 
[Bv = B’v’ * 3[oilz E Jfix: CP’ lotorn(~,)~ mWZNi,Di) larom(~,~l. 
That is, [B]% E Jfix. 
II. Induction step on k: ( 1) Assume [Ao]% E SS[+, . It follows that (k + 1) - refp( t 
A, 6) such that A8 M Ao. There exists A’ +- MI . . .I$ E P such that 
(k+ l)-refP(cM~p...M,p,O’) and 8= (p IA)@ 
for p E mgu({A, A’}). We prove by induction on the depth d = dp( trl (c MI p . . . M,p, 0’)). 
(i) In case d = 0: The theorem holds as in I( 1 )(i). 
(ii) Induction step: Assume dp(tr, (t MI p . . . M,p, 0’)) = d + 1. By Lemma 2.8( I), 
we can assume 
(k + 1) - ref’(+ Mip,8i) for 6i 3 8’ (1 <i<q). 
If some Mi is a negative literal TBi, then k - fl’(+- (Bip)ei). It follows from the 
induction hypothesis on k that [(Bip)@i]_ E Jfix. For each positive literal Mj, by the 
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induction hypothesis on dp( trl( + MjPy ej))<d, [(Mjp)Qj], E Ifix. Note ~8; 3 ~0’ 
(1 <i < q). Hence there exists 
0 E MGU({(atom(M ), EI ), . . . , (atom(M, ), Eq )} > 
such that o ],qd pt? and [A’o ]A,]- E IfiX, where 
E Cl if A4l is a positive literal, 
I 
= 
Dl if MI is a negative literal. 
Note 
(A/p)@ = (Ap)O’ = AO. 
It follows that A8 = A’(a IA,)(P for some cp E Sub and [Ad], = [(A’o IA,)(P]- E Ifix. 
(2) Assume [Bs]= E FSkqt,. It follows that (k + 1) - fs’(+-- B) such that Be z B. 
We prove by induction on the depth d = dp(trz(c B)). 
(i) In case d = 0: As in 1(2)(i), the theorem holds. 
(ii) Induction step: Assume dp(trz(+- B)) = d + 1. For any B’ c N1 . . . N, E P, if 
p E mgu( {B, B’}), then 
(k + 1) -fsP(+ Nlp...N,p,~). 
If all Ni is a positive literal, we have tr2( + Nip) of depth not greater than d for some 
16 i<r. By the similar reason as in 1(2)(ii), we have [B], E Jjx. 
Now we assume, for (k + 1) -fSP(t B), 
(k+ 1) -fsp(-N~p...Nrp,~), 
where some Ni is a negative literal TBi. Then k - ref ‘(+-- Bip, e), where 8 is a 
permutation. By the induction hypothesis on k, 
[(Bip)Q], E +‘x. 
Note W) (B,E mgu({Bi,(Bip)Q}). Also ((@)o) IB, E mgu({Bi,(Bip)eo}) IB,. BV = 
B’cp’ implies cp’ = (pO)a for some c E Sub, since p0 E mgu({B,B’}). Hence 
Vq E Sub,VB’ + N, . ..N. E P,Vq’ E Sub: 
[Bq = B’cp’ =+ 3[Cj], E Zfix: cp’ le,~ mgu({Bi,C,}) le,]. 
That is, [B], E .Zfix. This completes the induction step. 0 
Corollary 4.3. (SS’, FS’) c ,fp( Tp). 
Example 4.4. Assume a general logic program P: 
-t 4(Q) +3 
q(f (x)) t q(x), 
r(z) +- 74(Y), 
r(f(z)) t r(z) 1. 
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where q, r are predicate symbols, f, a function symbols and x, y,z variables. Then 
U {Mfj(z)hl~}>, 
iCw q&Tub 
where 
f’(s) = ~(/i’(a)) 1 ifi=O if i > d > 
for 6 equal to a or a variable. On the other hand, we cannot have k -fs’(+ r(fj(z))), 
since we cannot get k - refP(+ q(y),A) f or any permutation ,I. Note k - ref’(+- 
q(y), {Y I f’(a))) f or any i 2 0. Hence [r( f’(z))]- @ FSp for any j E o. We therefore 
conclude (SS’, FS’) is properly included by lfp(Tp) for this program P. 
We have another relation between the success and failure sets pair, and the sets 
generated by the operator Tp. Given a general logic program P, let T;(0,8) = (Z”,J”) 
and UnEw T:(0,0) = (ZW,J”), where 
T;(0,0) = 
(@,a) if n = 0, 
Tp(T;-‘(0,0)) if 1 > 0. 
(I”‘,J”) denotes the pair obtained by finitely applying Tp to (0,0). 
Theorem 4.5. 
( 1) V[A I 1% E I” : [(n - 1) - ref’( +- A I,@) for some permutation 01. 
(2) V[BI], E J” : [(n - 1) -sf’(+ B,)]. 
Proof. It is proved by induction on n. (Since 1’ = Jo = 0, we regard the theorem as 
valid.) 
I. Zn case n = 1: (1) Assume [Al], E I’. It follows that there exists A’ +E P such 
that [A’], E I’ and Al =&a for CJ E Sub. Since E E mgu({At,A’}) iA,, 
0 - ref’(+ A,,&). 
(2) Assume [BI]= E J’. Then + Blrp cannot be unified with the head of any clause, 
for any cp E Sub. Hence 0 - flP(t B1 ). 
II. Induction step: We assume the theorem holds for n 6 k and let n = k + 1. 
(1) Assume [AlIz EI~+‘. Then there exists A’+-M,...M, E P, and 
3[Bi, lx,. . .) [Big]_ E P for posin(d’ + Ml . . .M,) = {iI,. . . ,is}, 
3[Bj, I%,. . ., 
k [Bjhlx E J for negzn(A’ + Ml . ..Mj) = {_h,...th}, 
39 E MGU({(atom(M~),B~),. . ., (atom(M,),B,)}) IA~,~Q’ E Sub: [A, = (A’cp)cp’]. 
Let cpo E MGU({(atom(M1),B1),...,(atom(M~),B,)}), and cpe = sl. Note At = 
(A’cp)rp’ = (A’cpo)cp’. 
(a) In case h = 0: By Lemma 3.6, [Bi,]x E Zk implies [(Bi,qo)q’]o E Zk (1~1 
<g). By the induction hypothesis, 
(k - 1) - ref’(+ (Bi,W)(P’,81) (1 bl<g), 
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where 81 is a permutation. It follows from (M,qs)(p’ = (&qs)(~’ (1 <i 64) that 
(k - 1) - 4(+ WI (Pow.. . WqcPo)d 0 
where 0 is a permutation. (Note that the composition of permutations is also a permu- 
tation.) Hence 
(k - 1) - reyq+ A,,&), 
where E E mgu({AI,A’}) (A,. S ince ~0 is a permutation, the induction step is completed. 
(b) In CCIS~ h > 0: By Lemma 3.6, [Bjm]= E Jk implies [(Bj,(Po)q’]z E Jk (1~ 
m bh). By the induction hypothesis, 
(k- I)-flP(+ (Bj,CpO)Cp') (1 dm<h). 
Because [Bi,]x E Zk and [(Bi,qo)q’]_ E I fix, by the induction hypothesis, k - ref p(+- 
(Bi,qo)cp’, IT!) (1 < 1 dg), where CJI is a permutation. It follows that 
k - ref ‘(+- B;, (pod.. . Bi,(Po(P’, O>, 
where 8 is a permutation. By combining (k - 1) -ffP(+ (Bjmcps)cp’), 1 <m <h, with 
Lemma 2.7, we have 
k - refP(--dpod).-.Mj(cpod),@), 
where 8’ 3 8, that is, 8’ is a permutation. Hence 
k - refP(t Al,&‘), 
where E E mgu({Ai,A’}) IA,. Th is completes the induction step. 
(2) Assume [Bt], E Jk+‘. For any cp E Sub, B’ +- NI . . . N, E P and cp’ E Sub, if 
Blcp = B’cp’, then there exists either 
(a) [Bj,]_ E Zk for j,,, E negin(B’ +- NI . . . N,.) such that 
or 
(b) [Bi,J_ E Jk for i/ E posin(B’ + N, . . . N,) such that 
cp’ latont(N+ jE mgu({&,, atoM%, )}) latom(~i,) 
In case (a): Let V, E mgu({Bjm,atom(Njm)}). Since [Bi,]= E Zk, [Bj~V,]_ E Zk 
(Lemma 3.6). By the induction hypothesis, 
(k- 1)- ~dX+Bj,v,,~,), 
where 8, is a permutation. Note atom(Njm)cp’ = Bj,,, v,. Thus k -,ffp(+ Njm cp’). 
In case (b): Let ~1 E mgu({Bi,,Ni,}). S‘ mce [Bill_ E Jk, [Bi,p/]x E Jk (Lemma 
3.6). By the induction hypothesis, (k - 1) -Rp(c Bi,pi). Also k -flp(+ Bi,~t). Note 
Bi,pl = Ni,q’. Hence k -fl’(t Ni,Cp’). 
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The checks in cases (a) and (b) are exhaustive for any cp E Sub, B’ +- NI . . . N, and 
cp’ E Sub such that B,cp = B’cp’, and whenever 
+ B, jp {(GI,cpl),...,(G,,cpr)} (rao), 
then k -fs’(+- Gi) for any 1 6 i < r. It follows that k -fi’(+ B, ). This concludes the 
induction step. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Given a general logic program P, (I”, J”) c(SS’, FS’). 
Proof. We prove that: 
(1) V[A,], E P: [[A,], E ssq. 
(2) V[Bl], E J”: [[B,], E FSp]. 
If [A,], E P, then [AI], E I” for some n E o. Since A 164 ,, by Theorem 4.4, 
(a-1)-refP(+A,,8) such thatA,tiG,. EvidentlyA,4A,@. It follows that,4,QwA, 
and [A,], = [A,0], E SF. 
If LB,], E IO, then [Bl], E I” for some n E o. By Theorem 4.4, (n- 1)-fsP(+ B,). 
Hence [B,]- E FS’. 0 
Example 4.7. Assume a general logic program P: 
{ p(x) +2 
q(a) + lP(y), 
df @I> + 4(z), 
Y(Y) + q(z) 13 
where p, q, r are predicate symbols, f, a function symbols and x, y,z variables. Then 
0 - refP(+ P(Y),&) and 1 -ff’(+ q(z){z I f’(a))), 
where f i stands for i applications of f. It follows that 1 -fl’(+ r(y)). That is, 
[r(y)l, E FS’. 
On the other hand, we see 
(Iw3 J”) = 
( 
.$ b[~(r)cpla3 U [df’(a))l- . 
u iEw ) 
This concludes (Y’,J”) is properly included by (SSp,FSp) for this program P. 
5. Concluding remarks 
An SLDNF resolution with a non-safe rule in the sense of Shepherdson’s is formally 
expressed in terms of relations on the set of goals and the set of substitutions. For 
the denotation of the success and failure sets, a least fixpoint semantics for a general 
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logic program is lifted up to the non-ground version in the 3-valued logic approach. 
The lifted semantics is truly a generalization of the semantics, as is defined in [5, 131, 
in the sense of Theorem 3.11. 
The pair of success and failure sets is included in the least fixpoint semantics. As 
in [ 131, a triple (y, D,E) is said to be an insertion for complete lattices D and E if 
y : D --f E is a top element preserving injection. For an insertion (y, D,E), appr, : 
D x E + {true, false} is defined by 
appr,(d, e) iff e G y(d), 
where < is the ordering on E. Then y is said to be a concretization function. If we 
take D = E = 2AToM x 2AToM and define y(d) = d for d E D, then we have an 
obvious insertion (y, 2AToM x 2AToM, 2AToM x ZAToM). Then appr,,(lfp( Tp), (SS’, FS’)) 
by Corollary 4.3. That is, the least fixpoint concretizes the denotation of the pair. 
Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. It is proved by structural induction on the definition of k - ref ‘. 
(i) If G = q , then G’ = q . It is evident. 
(ii) Assume k - ref ‘(G, cp;&) on condition G J’ {(Gt, rpt ), . . . ,(G,, cp,)} and k - 
ref ‘(Gi, 8i) for some 1 d i 6 Y. If G’ 4 G, then by the Lifting Lemma (see Lemma 8.2 
in [l 11, for example) 
G’ =sp {(G:,cp’,),...,(G:,cp:.)} 
such that G; < Gi (1 <i<r). By the induction hypothesis on k - ref ‘(Gi, Oi) and 
G! GG,, k - refP(G(,@) such that G!Oi 6 GiOi. It follows that 
k - ref ‘( G’, (pjOi>. 
Since Gqil3i = GiOi and G’(P~O~ = GjOi, G’(P;~( 4 GqiOi. 
(iii) If (k -t- 1) - ref’(+ LI . ..L.,cp IA 6) on condition k - fl’(+ Aq) for some 
Li E TA and SOIlK fp IA= q 
(k+ 1)~ref’(+Ll . ..Li_lLi+l . ..L.,O), 
then for + L{ . . . LL such that 
+ LI, . . . L;e + LI . ..L., 
we have k - fs’(+ A’(ocp)) for Lj = -A’, where A’a = A for Li E 1A. By the 
induction hypothesis on the definition of k - ref ‘, 
(k + 1) - refP(+ Li . ..LA.(q) IA’ 6). 
At the same time, + (L’, . ..LL)(aq) IA’ 6 6 + (LI . ..L.)(cp IA 0). 0 
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Proof of Lemma 2.8. It is proved by structural induction on the definitions of k - ref’ 
and k -8’. 
I. Concerning k - ref ‘: (i) If {Li,. . . ,L,} is empty, the lemma holds evidently. 
(ii) Assume k - refP(+ L1 . . .L,, (cp IA)O) on condition 
k - ref’(+- Llrp...L,_,cpM,cp...M,(pLi+lcp...L,cp,O) 
for q E mgu({A,A’}), where Li E A and A’ + LI . . L, E P. If we have Li E Li, in 
{Li,, . . , Li,}, by the induction hypothesis, 
k -refP(+ Li,cP...Li~_,cpMlcp...M,cpL,,+,cp...L;,cP,O’) 
for some 0’ 3 0. It follows that 
k - ref ‘( + Li, . . . Li,, (cp IA)~‘) for some (cp IA)@ 3 (cp IA )O. 
This completes the induction step. If we do not have L, in {Li,, . . , Li,}, we repeat the 
induction steps in (ii) or (iii). 
(iii) Assume (k + 1) - ref ‘(+ LI . . . L,, cp (A 0) on condition k -fl’(+ Aq) for 
some Li E 1A and some cp IA= cp 
(k + 1) - refP(+ Llcp...Li-lCpLi+lCp...L,Cp,O). 
If we have Li s Li, in {Li, , . . . , Li,}, by the induction hypothesis, 
(k + l)- refP(tLi,cP...Lir~,cpL,,+,cP...Li,cP,O’) 
for some 0’ 5 0. It follows that 
(k+ 1) - ref’(+ Li, . ..Li.,cp JA 0’) for some cp IA 0’ 5 cp IA 0 
This completes the induction step. If we do not have Li in {Li,, . . . , Li,}, we repeat 
the induction steps in (ii) or (iii). (Note that the repeated steps in (ii) or (iii) are 
exhaustive.) II. Concerning k -8’: (i) If t LI . . L, jp 0, then the lemma 
clearly holds. 
(ii) Assume k-R’(G) on condition G jp {(Gi,cpi), . . . . (G,,cp,)} and k-fl’(Gi) 
for 1 <i<r. By the induction hypothesis on k -fs’(Gi), we see the lemma holds. 
(iii) Assume (k + 1) -fs’(- LI . ..L.) on condition k - refP(+ A,O) for some 
Li z 7A and some permutation 0. By selecting {Li,, . . . , Li,} such that it includes Li, 
we have 
This completes the induction step. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.11. We have two lemmas before proving it. 
Lemma A.l. pr is inclusive on (2He’ x 2Her) x (2AToM x 2AToM ). 
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Proof. Let Z = ((V, W),(K,H)) ~(2~~' x 2Her) x (2AT0M x 2AToM) be a chain. Now 
assume 
6(x, Y), (AJ)) E z : pr((K Y), (AJ)). 
Note C<U KU V,(UKUH)) is the least upper bound of the chain Z. A E U V 
implies A E X for some X E V. B E U W implies B E Y for some Y E W. By the 
assumption, if ((X, Y),(f,J)) E Z, then pr((X, Y),(Z,J)). It follows that [A], E I c 
UK and [Bl, E J c UH. Hence pr((U V,U W),(UK,lJH)). This concludes the 
proof. q 
Lemma A.2. If pr((X, Y),(I, J)), then pr(U@, Y), T&C, Y)). 
Proof. Assume pr((X, Y),(I, J)). Let TP(f, J) = (I’,J’). Assume (A, B) E U&C, Y). 
Then 
(1) ~A~+LI...L, inP, 38ESub: 
3Bi,, . . . , Big E X for p~sin(Ao +- L1 . . .L,) = {il,. . .,&}, 
3Bj,,...,Bj* E Y for negin(Ao +Ll...L,)= {jl,..., j,,}: 
[AoO=A,Bi, EL,,,,@ (l<m<g),Bj, =LjnO (l<<n<h)]. 
(2) VBo +MI . ..Mk in P, ‘dcp’ 6 Sub: 
[Bocp’ = B implies 
3& E x for k E negin(Bo + MI . . . hfk) : [afom(h!&)q’ = Bk], or 
3Bl E Y for 1 E posin(Bo +- MI . . . Ml) : [atom(M) )cp’ = B,]]. 
Since p4C-F Y), (6 J)), 
(1) [Bi,lzz, ..-y [Big]_ E 1 and [Bj,]=, -. ., [Bj,,]z E J, 
(2) [Bk& E J and [B& f I. 
It follows that [A&‘], E I’ for some 0’ 5 8. Hence [Aof& = [A], E I’ (Lemma 
3.6). Also [B]% E J’, since 
cp’ latcV?@&)E m@({atom(Mk 1, Bk) > (amI and 
d latom(~,)~ mw({atMM )A} 1 lotom . 
This completes the proof. 0 
Now we define VP : (2H” x 2Her)x (2AToM ~2~~‘~) + (2H” x~~~‘)x(~~~O~ ~2~~~~) 
to be 
Vp((X, Y), (I, J)) = ((X’, Y’), (I’, J’)) iff Up(X, Y) = (X’, Y’) and Tp(I, J) = (I’, J’). 
It follows that the least fixpoint of VP is 
@(VP) = (Ifp(G),ti(GJ)). 
By Lemma A.2, pr is closed under the mapping VP. We have seen in Lemma A.1 
that pr is inclusive. By fixpoint induction, 
pr(lfp(Vf)) = pr(Ifp(G),IfP(G)). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.11. Ii 
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